With a few exceptions, MYB will honor out of state subpoenas and search warrants with no personal service. Submitting information to NCMEC is in compliance with federal law.

**Public information:** Any information which can be viewed by the general public. We gather this information using Grab It which provides a jpg screen shot which can be scrolled. If the page is not compatible with Grab It, the page will be stored as an html. Public information may be released without a subpoena or search warrant. If a profile has been set to private by the user, it will be considered as “General Information” below.

Profile page:

Profile Images: (images which are uploaded by the user, hosted by myb, and displayed in a public area.)

Friends: (if applicable)

**General Information:** General information requires a subpoena or consent to search

Registration Information: Note: all registration information is user provided and not verified. This information will be provided in a Word document.

User name:
DOB:
Age:
Location:
School:
Email address:
MYB User ID #

IP Logs: Note: all IP logs are documented in Eastern Time Zone. We have IP log information for each time that the account was accessed. The IP logs go back approximately 90 days.

IP
Date
Time
**Communication/private Information:** Requires a search warrant or consent to search.

Private Messages: Private messages are messages sent through the internal myb system between two users. The message contains a thread back and forth between the two. It is best to read them from the bottom up. Date and time of the message is when the last message in the documented thread was sent.

Embedded images in messages: Embedded images are images which are hosted by an external company. The user places a url to the image host. When a myb page comes with an embedded image, the system goes to the image host, retrieves a copy of the image, and displays it. The image is never hosted on myYearbook. When an embedded image is provide, we will also provide the link to the image host which contains the image host company name. Secured embedded images along with the host information will be released.

**Parents:**

In accordance with the ECPA (Electronic Communications Privacy Act) Parents have no right to their child’s information. They may however obtain the information by providing written consent from the child. Second option would be to secure a court order.